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ABSTRACT
Creative dramatics or child-criented dramatic play is
a basic educative process that draws upon the learning strategies
developed in children's play and relates them tc classroom learning
tasks. As a structured play process that encourages children to
explore the world in ways familiar tc ttea, creative dramatics
relates new experiences to old ones, increases the range et
associations of familiar words and cbjects, and adds to the base of
adaptive responses. In the classroom, activities such as pantomime,
story dramatization, and sensitivity exercises are most Effective
when the teacher provides a definite structere, establishes limits,
and follows these guidelines: the child is the center of every
creative dramatics activity; children Ercceed at their obn rate
without fear of failure; and there is an on-going evaluaticn process.
When dramatics is linked to the reading process, the child's
understanding of the written material is enhanced and the reading
process becomes moze enjoyable. (Dramatic play exercises axe
appended.) (MAI)
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Finally, we ar_tempt to legitimize
creative dramat_Lcs by tying it to the subr-

stantial coattails of reading instruction
and by considering the potential value of
creative dramatics as an integrative process.

Creative Dramatics
and Reading:
A Question of Basics
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Play is highly suspect in some educational circles; it is that thing children
do when they are not workthg on their lesThe school -7-ay is divided into two
sons.
By Walter C. Prentice
periods, "work time" and "play time" or
and
"school proper" (when learning is supposed
Jon Charles Tabbert
to take place) and "recess" (when everyone
takes a break from the arduous task. of
But psychologists, in their atIn the midst of a burgeoning "back -to- learning).
tempts to explain how children learn so
basics" `toverent in education it may seem
much before they come to school to be propblasphemous to advocate the inclusion of
erly taught, have discovered that children
creative dramatics in the elementary curhave been using their "play time" to learn.
riculum, but that is exactly what we proThat appears to the untrained eye of the
pose to do. We run the risk Of appearir:g
out of step because we are certain that the adult as frivolous and self-indulgent play
is for the child, in many cases, a serious
the
back-to-basics movement is marching
For
attempt to make sense of the world.
Although we share with
wrong direction.
the
curious
adult,
we
recommend
two
excelthe back -to- basics adocates a.concern for
lent collections of research in the area of
the quality of education which we are_proChildren's
play; Child's Play, edited by
viding for children, we break rank when
R. E. Herron and Brian Sutton-Smith, and
they shout the order to toss out such non'Play: It's Role in Development and Evoluacademic "frills" as music, art and creation, edited by Jerome Bruner, Alison Jolly
tive dramatics from the elementary cur(See our references for
and Kathy Sylva.
riculum in order to have more time for
complete bibliographical information.)
In
drill in phonics and arithmetic facts.
a review of the latter title, Jerome Singer
(1977) states:
In attempting to defend creative dramatics as a legitimate educative process
...play is far from a trivial
worthy of a place in the elementary curpasttige of the young. Play bericulum, we have approached creative drahavior must be studied if we are
matics from three different angles. First
to learn more about the cognitive
we will discuss the importance of play in and emotional development that
children's cognitive development, as inditakes place so dramatically in
cated by recent research in the area of
the first five to seven years of
children's play behavior, and will Suggest
life...In the course of hours and
that creative dramatics, as a form of play,
hours of...daily play, children
offers a way to bring the child's play comr
are trying out new words, estabpotence to bear on classroom learning.
lish ing new contexts of interacSecond, we wiLl treat creative dramatics as
tion learning to adhere to rules
value in and of itan activity which
:-f-ain types...and practicing
c-f
self, revealina sizr, of the common Misconceptions suri-7__nd.t-7: creative dramatics in
:7;vom, and suggesting
the
.1,:Lreative dramatics ,ro
ways

) r, tnagery and role play;

`tiv-1. , a

y, play is an arena
'ast amount of learning
(p. 225)
-akes place.

practiced strategies for kne,4ing which have
In a very
inlay .
develeoed thrcu_ h
real rinse, creative dramatics can provide
a link between a child's learning experiences outside and inside the sL:hool, a
"continuity" which is vital in all human

:Is some psychologists have left the
confines of the carefully controlle :7lboratory experlraants and have enteree
world of children to observe the 5r
behavior, they have offered v.--17-able

insights into the learning process.

7:ik

Erikson has proposed the tYy--ory that "tvie

grog -th.

child's play is the infantile form cf the
human ability to deal with experience o
creating model situations and to master
reality by experiment and planning" (in
Gilmore, 1971, p. 321). Anyone who has
observed a child role playing an adult activity has witnessed the experimentation
which accaTanies the performance. In his
play the child bends reality to fit in
with his existing forms of theught; in

2S--

As we have already mentioned, in some
educational circles creative dramatics
carries the stigma of being a "frill"
course, and perhaps in some instances its
application is frilly. Two possible explanations for the negative attitude toward
creative dramatics are:

this sense play is a cc,nser-3 process,
an act of assimilation in Pteetian terminology.

But the child in his playful in-

teraction with the envinnt also makes
adjustments in his thinking; that is, he
accommodates his cognitive structures to
As Suttonfit reality more closely.
Smith (1971) has observed, "when a child
plays with particular objects, varying his
responses with them playfuly, he increases the range of his associations for
In addition, he
those particular objects.
discovers many more uses for those objects
Play
than he would otherwise" (p. 254)
increases the child's repertoire of re-

(2) Creative dramatics is "play-like"
and smacks of fun and non-productivity;
therefore, many educators are suspicious
of its appropriateness as a school activity.

sponses to the environt, an increase
which has value for subsequent adaptive
in short, the child broadens
responses.
his knowledge of the world by playing with
it.

wish to rake here is
The point
that creative draJiatics, to the degree
that it incorporates those elements of
play which contribute to the cognitive and
affective development of children, is a'
legitimate activity to inc7ilde in the elementary curriculum, and a puwerful tool
for enhancing learning in other content
Forman and Kushner (1977) have
areas.
leveled a serious charge against traditional instructional techniques: "Classroom learning is made dissimilar from the
strategies the child has been using, and
using well, all his preceding life"
(p. 6).

(1) Teachers and adtrinIstrators have
tended to think of creative dramatics as
subject matter, a specific content which
corpetes with other subjects for valuable
classroom time.

Creative dramatics is.away to

make classroom learning; more accessible
to Children by building on their well-

A

We have addressed the latter concern by
suggesting that play and iparni.ng are not
antithetical behaviors, and fun is not in(We recall the rather
imical to learning.
extreme position expressed in the following remark made by an ex-superintendent:
"Why should school be fun? Life isn't.")
As to the concern that creative dramatics
is just another content area, we argue than
creative draffv:tics is not a specific content but rather a process for dealing with
a broad rang of contents. As Brian Way
(1967) has fu : it, "drama never needs
interfere with a crowded curricula; it is
way of education in the fullest sense; it
is a way of l-:ving" (p. 7, emphasis added)There is still some confusion surrounding creative dramatics in the elmenMany elatentary teachers
tary classroom.
have not taken a course in creative

4
dramatics as a cart of their teacher preparation; few educational it stitetions remire such courses. Those creative dramatics courses which are offered are most
likely taught by theatre departments rather
than :b;: elementary education departments.

Theatre departments tend to be oriented
toward secondary, rather than elementary
education and, consequently, are more
likely to treat drama as a content area, a
subject ..to be developed in the course of a
semester. Little help is offered the elementary teacher interested in creative
dramatics as a nrocess which can be integrated into the regular classroom routine.
Misconceptions arise, then, because:
(1) Teachers lack formal training in
creative dramatics and tend to egiate it
with putting on a play from the basal
reader, cr
(2) They have learned the "content" or
drama witneut capturing the "spirit" of
creative drama as a pr&ess for enhancing
all learning.

Winifred Ward was one of the first
educators to appreciate the educative valu
of dramatic play.
We offer the following
quotation from Miss Ward because it expresses so eloquently the innate dramatic
resources in children and the great potential of creative dramatics as a classroom
activity:

Once upon a time, but not so
very long ago, some boys were
playing an exciting game in
an alley. To a woman who
watched the crc,
the place :A1E

but to

bo:e3

tl--ansfermed into

fr,,-Tm a window

ordinary alley;
had been

Yod, green

7brest,

1 they themse:7es ';,'cre Rbb,i2, lood and his
band 0 merr Duth:ms. The
cell ere the utter

vcrmar

absorptics-

make ebelw
that
:

impu7 se
,

C.

power te,
turec to c

the joys in their
'';egar'.11 to realize

).-qtural dramatic

Ttial value in
zas a great waste
re it.
She
eeeiment in her

classroom by Giving her pupils
on-x.irtunitv for free d7-amatiza-

tion of scenes from history and
literature.
Other teachers
here and there over the country
were encouraged by the new
trends in education to explore
creative dramatics' possibilities also, and to discover that
here was an art through which
many children might find their
aim best avenue of expression.
(6tiind, 1961, p. 132)

Creative dramatics, as we define it,
is child-oriented dramatic play, the informal drama that is created by the participant, for the participant.
It includes
such activities as pantomime, story dramatization and sensitivity exercises,
It has
nothing tJ do with memorizing lines to recite before an assembled audience; it is no
formal drama or theatre, as most people
it.
The intrinsic value of creative dramatics lies in its origins in children's
play, in children's role playing and playful manipulation of their environment as a
means of sorting c_lt their experiences and
of constructing e edble theory of reality.
Like play, creati-ee dramatics-is learnt. -J,q

through direct ex,;erience.. It is a sec'ctured play process that allows and enemrages children to e/colore the world in :ays
familiar to them, in a eiirect, first-hand
way, relating new experiences to old, encreasing the range of assceiations of familiar words anc °Ejects, adding to the
repertoire of ar_ii_ive responses. :n a
very real sense :7,,,ative dramatics
bring "life" in
117t7 elementary
can "revitalize' -2a=ning in all areal of
the curriculum..

We now AF'r
,:luggestions for get-ting creati%2 ffrarr,-'7_7.S started in the
classroom and 2onc
stating soma cardi-serve as guiLdel'inr

etive dram3LL25necessarily
introduction 1,
familiar with t
dramatics. We
ested reader consii

resources listed r

this section by
principles which can
developing a creadiscussion is
e
is :,_ntended as an

readers who are not
fature on creative
-111 that the inter-

2 or more of the
end of this article

-11..
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One of ti- most important things for
the teacher to realize is that it is not
necessary to be a drafia7cajor in order to

design and iinple_-rent a successful creative

dramatics program. As we have indicated,
creative dralt.utics is not a body of know:ledge but rather an approach to learning
.which values the unique experiences and
learning competencies each child brings to
the dramatic activity. The well-prepared
teacher is c,ne .iho values the lives of
children an' no is willing to risk trying
something ncfo'

The primary role of the teacher is to
provide a structure within which the creative dramatics activity cal take place.
The teacher must set limits and establish
some rules or guideltnes, as in any group
activity.
A pre-determined and agreed
upon signal for getting the children's
attention is useful. Contrary to some
opinion, creative dramatics is not an unstructured free-for-ll. The teacher controls the activity, not by controlling individual responses to the stimulus, but by
1:-,-tr,-mining when the activity is to begin

.,nd by stopping the activity in
to issue new instructions or offe
if necessary.
By telling the
what to do, who to be, but not

door be it, the teacher eliminates

to a Pre-determined behavioral cbjective.
Ind although the idea for the creative dramatics activity may originate with the
teacher, each child develops that idea in
whatever way he or she sees fit, using the
considerable skills develbped in play, incorporating new ideas, new knowledge, by
relating them to his or her own past experiences.

A second principle is that creative
dramatics is an inclusive activity that
allows all children to proceed at their own
rate free fran the fear of failure. Children feel confortable participating because
they learn that there is no "right" or
"wrong" way to interpret an idea or a
character, only "their own" way. By valuing each child's unique responses, the
teacher validates that child's past exValuing unique responses fosperiences.
ters individuality and promotes an atmosphere of-respect for individual diffr-t
enccs.

The nee
process
creative
play are cc
evaluating

'uatt=

ddren el

Jed in

for
e.7.--aluatthnc;

_id re --

r parf=mance,

-1-

,actinn LI- get

justments, t-- 7te3tin_,

right.

e,

goir

The

'::certainties associated with freedom

-achei- =
evaluation __:77-COSS i =

At the same time providing a genuine
;nay for free expression.

or she sec:
tend their

rImary

it

in the

de=rii.what he
doLng, and b ex-

:__.= eking

'i

Tzestions.

:flands -Jere doing
when you w.-7:1 showir7 a..:.cc,r' wit_ your
did you_
alL,Lt the charface?"
"H,.

"Did you r..

A, .,-

les

reconnend that the teacher start
-1y, spending no more than fifteen
i d-ay on creative dramatics actihe fi rst few weeks, in order
both the teacher and the children

-_zne tc Jec,-ire accustomed to this new kind
clan_ :Dom activity, We have provided
.411142 ex-Arpls of several simple "warm-up"
in the Appendix.
;

The first cardinal principle of creaulve dr,itatics, to be kept uppermost in:
'ace's mind, is that the child is at the

m_art of every creative dramatics activity
ft is what the children discover about
themselves and their relationship to
Ihers and to the environment that is imortant, not that they demonstrate com.Aence on prescribed task or measure up

acter you .:fre portraying?"

L.,,d you

notice that Sally's 'old wmai .walk' was
different fran yours? I wond- why?"
";-;hat are some other ways yould express
but to
the same emotion?" TUking
discuss what is going on, to
each other
questions, to try out new ide_ and to
talk about it some mmre, is a: ,ssential
part of any creative dramatic- program.
Having discussed same of tL'..:ae major

aspects of creative dramatics ::s an activity "in and of itself," we turn now to a
consideration of creative drain tics as an
"integrative" process.

6
"teanings"'a child brings to the reading
act in-his or her attempts to nake some
sense of written language.
It is safe to say that reading is the
most highly regarded subject in school.
The ability to read is essential for success in school; a great deal of what children are expected to learn, they are exIt is
pected to learn through reading.
this fact, we suspect, which has prompted
some back-to-basics people to advocate
spending more tine on reading and
time, or no time at all, on the "1-,'
essentials" such as creative dranailLos.

It is our belief that these people fully
appreciate neither the reading precc,-7
the experiences which promote learn'
1/7children. We contend that creativ
matics, as a learning strategy,
L
great deal to contribute to re
n
Before providing e.
ti:_ruction.

port

of this claim, it is n:_-_,Issary
,47.2ain what we mean by "readin3."

..tE

Creative dramatics is a learning strategy which helps children relate new experiences and information to their own past experience and knowledge of the world, expanding their range of associations and
In thin
broadening their range of meanings.
creative
dramatics
is
very
similar
sense last complementary to, the read71o, uL
Creati:e drJniatic: Can enrich
in brimqs t.:7 the
a chiL
the =. ::-eonings
pr1117,3c1 page. and thus .7,11.nc;ia--- :Aerf-7.crn
7
ty,,,
takes
wh:
st:
.Hssagr.-

we
UnCar1.7,X1
ter

to

.7aalati2 ;-

a L.tors_` or a

too
their stuthey have

pocrobetaornes the
Thk::
for the r.cmati.lve dral=atLmactivity.
of crea:tive dramatics
rend tl

Educators disagree, not only -3n Y-_at
the best way to teach reading, but cven
what constitutes reading. We define

it does add life to

".h

,_trature,

i

,::Des enrich th,,T, child's'

experier__, end understanding.

f.2.ading as "comprehending written lan(

-

iage," a fairly non-controiersial definiJohn Carroll (1972) hz's suggested
gat "comprehension may be regarded as a

Ion.

process that contains at least t7.01, staT=s:

W7

recammer...7] t:_rning this sequence

doing a ::1-ative dramatics activity
b-±or-, reading a y---Dry, something which, to
seldom, if ever, done.
c
knowledge,
Kciat is done beErze a child reads a story
s'ems at least as imparL..11-.. for

(1) Apprehension of linguistic in-

But

cam-

format ion

p::-ehsnsion as what is done after reading.

(2) Relating that information to lkid
context" (p. 13).

tions after a story is a way to '.build cootFrehension. But this is 7'..1.st a .wzay, and an

Some reading educators contend that
fling reading behavior falls almost exclusively into Carroll's first stage, and
they advocate ethi.hasizing decoding skills
in beginning reading instruction. The
psycholinguists, on the other hand, argue
that both stages operate even in the
earliest instances of reading,. and that
beginning readers are attempting to relate
the information they have acquired fran
printed symbols to a wider context, to
their own prior knowledge about language
and reality. We favor this latter position because it focuses on reading fran
the very beginning as a search for meaning, and recognizes the importance of the

ccmprehension that has taken plaa7?. Read"what
not, as one child defined
ing
you dc) before you answer the cleTtions"
(McCracken, 1977, p. 74). It is more
Tikely "what you do after you ask the questechnique
Creative dramatics is
7.ions."
for helping children ask a lot of questions;
before they read. Here is an example of

often teachers think that aSking ques-

v,-71y at tiuL, of

7

,-2asur-ng the

what we mean. A teacher's script might
read as follows:
"The basal story for today is about a
child who gets lost in a big department
What does thu big department store
store.
Shaw me with your
look like? (Discussion)
face what it-feels like to go shopping.

7I see that same of you like to
(Activity)
Choose a parteer and
shop and sere don't.
take turns at being a sales clerk and a
Now be a rannequin
(Activity)
customer.
and we will try to guess what department
How would you fool
you are in.
(Activity)
'..r1
a
department
stone?
if You got lest
with your face
(Discussion:
.moveTent) how 7e.
(hands, bcd:
I
ly of you have eve(Acte ty)
feel.
been lost in a
show us
.nrds."
felt without usil
discussion, evaleatleT
The tcacher',:, so:ie.-et will vary,

course, dependie

on e_cet he or she e

ideLtiied eithe as in :ortant story
.r as elemiants whien
rents to devele

ee.:1

themselves to c::. ::tic L.-,terpretaticn.

The point we
really the '2o' e
that, by disc..: e

here, and j
Le whole article..
:7:1 and acting out ideas

=countered in a story,
events tc
children D17cj more -enderstandinc
story, I:,eerect more thoroughly sejh
words of The aether and came away e
f the etery and how ir -eabetter sere
Tha
..wri live.
lates to the
discussion o: Le star' is also enharced.
by relating n,e way the characters in the
story acted to the way in which the students acted cut ideas and feelings when
Pole
faced with a similar situation.
playing, actinc out ideas, exploring
different ways to e:ceress a feeling or
concept--these activities add an important
dimension to the normal pre-reading discussion and provide raw material to relate
to the story during and after reading.
and
the
the
the

The teacher who utilizes creative
dramatics in the c7assroom is valuing, and
thus validating, the unique experiences
and competencies of each child and is
helping children relate their own lives to
the learning tasks they encounter in
Some children are more intellischool.
gent in the medium of action than in the
medium of language, and creative dramatics
provides this child with an opportunity to
share his expertise with the class and to
feel good about it.

In thissection we have stressed the
cognitive, rather than the affective,

aspects of creative dramatics as they relate to reading, because they seem less obBut the affective delight which
vious.
often ac_Apenies dramatic play also contributes significantly to enhancing reading
instruction. Integrating creative drawill not only improve.
matics and
the &Ild'e ability to waprehend written
material, '_a will also make reading more
-The result may well be a child
enjoyable.
who not only reads better, but who reads
more.
We vieve creative dramatics as a basic
educative Qrocess which draws upon the
learnine enrategies developed in children's
play ani ..71.ates these strategies to classroom leaee, -,71 tasks.- Rather than eliminate
creative erelatics from the elementary cur-the back-to-basics sympathizers
riculum,
would do, we advocate its inclusion, both
as a valuable activity in and of itself,
and even 7ore as an integrative activity
which can oantribute to the quality-of
learning in all areas of instruction. And
althouch we have focused our attention'on
creative dramatics, much of our argument
would apply to the other "arts" which have
been slated for extinction'by the back-tobasics advocates. The final report of a
recent conference attended by prominent
businessmen, scientis8, artists and educators declared that "the arts, properly
taught, are basic to individual development, since they more than any other subject awaken all the senses--the learning
pores" (Brodinsky, 1977, p. 35). The report went on to say that music, dance,
poetry and creative dramatics are not only
valuable for their own sake, but frequently
help improve reading scores.

In 36 Children, Herbert Kohl states:
"The time has passed when the schoolmarm,
e(luipped to teach the three R's by rote
and impose morality by authority, has something useful and important to give children" (p. 54). We believe that the "something useful and important" we must give
to children is respect for their basic
competence as learners, a competence which
is exhibited long before they come to
Creative dramatics, as an approach
school.
to teaching and learning, begins and ends
with a respect for the competencies of each
child.

8
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Ar;r:en.:12:x

cola, 7-Up, tea, water,
cof'-?e, orange juke,
etc. and see how many
they can successfully
identify.

Once a teacher has decided to utilize
a creative dramatics approach to reading
instruction or enhancement, it is imperative for the teacher to work with the children in sate introductory "warm-up" exercises that will serve as preparation for
moresophisticated activities later. While
there is no definitive number of preparatory "warmeup"-exercisPs that should be
employed, we would recommend a minimam of
six introductory sessions. The majority
of the exercises provided below call for
little individual involvement, and thus
little individual pressure, and tend to be
group oriented.

Smell:

Place various objects in
a series of paper bags
and ask the children to
identify the object via
smell (e.g. a pickle, an
apple, a piece of peppermint candy, a stick of
cinnamon).

Touch:

Ask children to pick an
object in the classroom
and describe it according
For example,
to touch.
if a child chooses a desk
top the teacher might ask
the student to discuss it
in terms of size, smoothness or roughness, is it
hot or cold, etc.

EXEFCISES
.Exercise One:

The Senses

This is an exercise that is designed
to show the child that we really do not
fully utilize our senses, and, thus,,ouK
potential as people may never be fully

Exercise Two:

Add On Machine

met.

Sight:

Hearing:

Taste:

Have all the children
make a list of all the
colors that they see in
the room (exclude clothing). Cempare and talk
about the lists.
Have all children
close their eyes and
listen quietly for
one minute. At the
end of the minute
have all children
make a list of exactly what they
heard. Compare lists.
Have children pick bits
of food from a paper bag
and have them attempt to
identify the items by
tasting them. A variation would be to have
blindfolded children
taste various liquids:

In this exercise the teacher and the
children build a human machine. A child is
placed in the center of the roan and asked
to make a physical movement (raising the
right arm); a second child is added to the
first and told to do same other type of
physical action (bend over from the waist
while holding the first person's left arm).
After all of the children have been added
the teacher then acts as the controller of
the machine speeding it up and slowing it
down.

Exercise Three:

Circular Add On

Similar to Machine Add On, children
position themselves in a large circle.
Child number one is asked to make a physical movement or gesture (kicking out left
leg).
The second child must then duplicate
the first child's action and then add one
of hi.; own (raising right arm). Obviously,
the object is to go around the circle adding new movements or gestures.

This exe,-;'=e, in
to being a
great deal of fun, is i:3-3ally suited for
developing concenr:ration in students.

Exercise Four:

allows Children to understand that their
bodies can convey a great deal of meaning
to others, that body language is a valid
form of cammuncation.

Magic Table
Fefepences

This is the only warm -up activity
that is individually oriented rather than
Using an ampty table the
group oriented.
teacher asks each child one at a time to
go to the table and select an imaginary
object from it. The child should then
show, the class-what the object is by using
the object, showing the weight of the object or showing the size of the object.
The teacher can help the success of this
activity by having objects or pictures of
objects scattered about the roam.

early pantomime activity.

mirror Image

Each child in this activity has a
One child is the real person
while the second child is the mirror
The mirror iirage should attempt
image.
to follow as carefully as possible the
movements of the real person.
The children can then switch places and continue
the exercise.

Bruner, Jerome, Jolly, Alison, and Sylva,
Kathy (eds.). Play: 'Its Role in
Development and Evolution. New York:
3asic Books,
-76.

Forman, G.E. and Kushner, D.S. The Child'
Construction of Knowledge: Piaget
for Teaching Children. Monterey, CA
Brooks/Cole, 1977.

partner.

"Play: A Special
Behavior" in R.E. Heron and Brian
Sutton-Smith (eds.) Child's Play.
New York: John Wiley, 1971.

Gilmore, J. Barnard.

This also is a simple exercise for
developing pantomime skills, concentration and cooperation with another person.

FJ.cercise Six:

The Phi Delta Kappa Educationa
Fdundation, 1977.
Ind.:

"Defining Language CompreCarroll, J.B.
hension: Same Speculations" in J.B.
Carroll and B.O. Freedle (eds.) Language Comprehension and the Acquisition of Knowledge. Washington, D.C.:
V.H. Winston & Sons, 1972.

This is a simplistic, ..-et effective,

Exercise Five:

Brodinsky, B. Defining the Basics in
American Education. Bloomington,

Herron, R.E. and Sutton-Smith, Brian (eds.)
Child's Play. New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 1971.

Facial kyads

36 Children,
Kohl, Herbert.
Signet Books, 1967.

In this very simplistic exercise the
teacher risks students, either as a group
or individually, to show certain moods
using only facial expressions (e.g. anger,
happiness, sadness, loneliness, shyness,
etc.). The teacher should then discuss
with the children how they felt while
Are there simimaking the various faces.
larities between various mods, such as
shyness and loneliness or happiness and
satisfaction?
This is an excellent exercise that
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